
GETTIER PROBLEMS ESSAY

The Gettier Problem & the Definition of Knowledge . This essay (and much of contemporary Anglo-American
epistemology) is concerned with.

However, because Smith would only luckily have that justified true belief, he would only luckily have that
knowledge. Essay Topic: Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! And as section 8 indicated there
are epistemologists who think that a lucky derivation of a true belief is not a way to know that truth. This
tactic though, invites the riposte that Nozick's account merely hides the problem and does not solve it, for it
leaves open the question of why Smith would not have had his belief if it had been false. Having said all that,
it must be emphasized that the individual articles are strong pieces of scholarship. But it would make more
likely the possibility that the analyses of knowledge which epistemologists develop in order to understand
Gettier cases are not based upon a directly intuitive reading of the cases. How best might that question be
answered? This possibility arises once we recognize that the prevalence of that usual putative intuition among
epistemologists has been important to their deeming, in the first place, that Gettier cases constitute a decisive
challenge to our understanding of what it is to know that p. It is no coincidence, similarly, that epistemologists
in general are also yet to determine how strong â€” if it is allowed to be something short of infallibility â€” the
justificatory support needs to be within any case of knowledge. For we should wonder whether those
epistemologists, insofar as their confidence in their interpretation of Gettier cases rests upon their more
sustained reflection about such matters, are really giving voice to intuitions as such about Gettier cases when
claiming to be doing so. The Eliminate Luck Proposal claims so. How strict should we be in what we expect
of people in this respect? Thus, a general scenario can be constructed as such: Bob believes A is true because
of B. Hence, the tripartite theory of knowledge provide a sufficient definition and that even though, in certain
situations where this theory is provoked, the final knowledge remains unchanged, true and justified. For them,
the explanatory value of Gettier cases is tied to the very assumptions that Gettier himself made about the
nature of justification -- and, in particular, the key assumption that a justified belief can still be false. In the
study room, he sees a boy with the same build; same clothes and same face and concludes that Tim is indeed
in the study room. That belief will be justified in a standard way, too, partly by that use of your eyes.
Discusses potential complications in a No Defeat Proposal. The article has been cited in more than 3, scholarly
works and has spawned a number of new subfields within epistemology. What evidence should
epistemologists consult as they strive to learn the nature of knowledge? Sections 7 through 11 will present
some attempted diagnoses of such cases. Given this, one shouldn't be surprised to hear that a new book of
essays on "the Gettier problem" has been published. And just how weakened, exactly, may your evidence for p
become â€” courtesy of the elimination of false elements within it â€” before it is too weak to be part of
making your belief that p knowledge? Walking into Mark's office Luke clearly sees Mark at his desk; Luke
immediately forms the belief "Mark is in the room. Presents a Gettier case in which, it is claimed, no false
evidence is used by the believer. He has excellent evidence of the past reliability of such matches, as well as of
the present conditions â€” the clear air and dry matches â€” being as they should be, if his aim of lighting one
of the matches is to be satisfied. This would be a problem for her, because she is relying upon that evidence in
her attempt to gain knowledge, and because knowledge is itself always true.


